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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

INQUIRY INTO CONSTRUCTION AND PROCUREMENT OF FERRY VESSELS IN 

SCOTLAND 

SUBMISSION BY ROBIN C. GARDNER  

There is an issue which needs to be examined more closely, since it must have been 

a major factor in the design and cost of the new ferries, namely the process  used  

for the technical and financial  justification in choosing LNG/ diesel dual fuel as the 

preferred option. 

Last year the Institution of Engineering and Technology (formeraly the I.E.E) 

magazine  published an article  describing the various hybrid options for marine 

power. Included was L.N.G, with a description which highlighted the complex storage 

and handling arrangements, requiring more planning and greater engineering for the 

construction and operation of  these vessels, compared with marine diesel versions. 

At present there are several hundred vessels worldwide employing LNG as a fuel, 

however they are all large ocean going ships such as cruise ships , tankers, cargo 

carriers. There is no evidence ( of which I am aware), that LNG is presently being 

used in a relatively small coastal car ferry. This would suggest that  the new ferries 

are prototypes, mentioned at one of the previous meetings. 

In view of the above , there are a number of questions which need to be asked :- 

1 In light of the above, was a technical investigation carried out to assess the 

practical viability of installing LNG in the new ferry? If so, was a report produced ? 

2. Was a financial report prepared on the costs , including comparison between 

using LNG (dual fuel) and standard marine diesel for both the construction and 

operation of the ferries.  

3 Who was responsible for the business case recommending dual fuel as the 

preferred option? 

4 Who signed off the proposal, for the project to proceed?  

I trust the above is helpful to the enquiry. 

 


